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INMARSAT JET CONNEX CABIN CONNECTIVITY  
FROM ARINCDIRECT SM

CONNECTIVITY AT THE 
SPEED OF BUSINESS

BENEFITS OF JETCONNEX 
SATELLITE SERVICE

• Designed for high-bandwidth 
applications and services 

• Consistent global solution 

• Designed for mobile connectivity 

• Committed Information Rates (CIR) 
Continuous,  
consistent service, 
wherever you fly

Business jet passengers are juggling 
demanding schedules and projects, all 
while on the go. Whether it’s checking 
the latest stock price on their phones, 
conducting a video conference or closing 
a business deal, all this and more can be 
done in real time while cruising at 35,000 
feet with Inmarsat’s Jet ConneX (JX) 
service from ARINCDirectSM.

JX enables passengers to access the 
internet at high speeds with truly 
global coverage. Designed with mobile 
accessibility in mind, JX lets your 
passengers connect with their laptops, 
tablets and phones over the aircraft’s 
Wi-Fi® system and do all the same things 
they would in the office.

If they’d rather kick back and relax, 
passengers can download a movie or 
watch the game live, just like at home. 
Surf the web, watch live TV, shop for 
that gift, finish that last bit of email – no 
matter the task, it’s within their reach. 
What passengers really get is the option 
to do what they want while flying.
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To keep your passengers connected,  
JX offers extensive coverage through  
the single provider,  not a patchwork 
network. So you can fly across time  
zones with confidence you’ll have 
continuous, consistent service as traffic  
is routed seamlessly over Inmarsat’s next 
generation of satellites, the Inmarsat-5.

And although it’s difficult to predict what 
types of devices and applications we’ll 
all be using in years to come, JX offers 
upgradeable bandwidth that creates the 
agility to adapt to changing requirements 
and make the most of your investment.

Collins Aerospace customers with an 
ARINCDirect subscription can receive 
a discounted price for a complete 
connectivity package, including: 

• Premium flight planning 

• ARINCDirect FOS® scheduling software 

• 24/7 global technical support 

• One phone number for technical, 
customer and billing support 
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DASHBOARD

Accessible from your mobile device or 

desktop, the ARINCDirect dashboard keeps 

you updated about information such as 

your cabin data usage and aircraft status 

no matter where you are, at your desk or 

on the go.

USAGE DETAILS

Whether it’s voice or data connectivity, our 

usage details feature allows you to access 

and manage your usage. 

COVERAGE OVERLAY MAPS 

Pilots can overlay up to five different 

coverage maps on their route to determine 

if they are flying out of satellite coverage. 

This ensures seamless connectivity for  

your passengers.

CONTENT FILTERING

Our content filtering allows you and your 

flight department to control costs by 

determining the type of content passengers 

can access.

CABIN USAGE APP

The iOS application allows you to view how 

your cabin connectivity is being used.

NETWORK ANALYZER APP

Easy-to-use network troubleshooting tools to 

check connectivity prior to a flight and help 

restore connectivity in flight in the event of  

an outage.

ARINCDIRECT DIAL

Ground-to-air telephone service provides 

a single aircraft or your entire fleet with a 

standard local phone number for routing 

calls to any handset in the aircraft.


